Experimental and theoretical modelling of blind-ended vessels within a developing angiogenic plexus
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Abstract

Angiogenic sprouts at the leading edge of an expanding vascular plexus are recognised as major regulators of the structure of the developing network. Early in sprout development, a vascular lumen is often evident which communicates with the parent vessel while the distal tip is blind-ended. Here we describe the temporal evolution of blind-ended vessels (BEVs) in a small wound made in the panniculus carnosus muscle of a mouse viewed in a dorsal skin-fold window-chamber model with intra-vital microscopy during the most active period of angiogenesis (days 5–8 after injury). Although these structures have been mentioned anecdotally in previous studies, we observed BEVs to be frequent, albeit transient, features of plexus formation. Plasma leakage into the surrounding extracellular matrix occurring from these immature conduits could play an important role in preparing hypoxic tissue for vascular invasion. Although sprout growth is likely to be regulated by its flow environment, the parameters regulating flow into and through BEVs have not been characterised in situ. Longitudinal data from individual animals show that the number of BEVs filled with plasma alone peaks at day 7, when they can exceed 150 μm in length. Additionally, BEVs greater than 40 μm in length are more likely to be filled with stationary erythrocytes than with plasma alone. Using a mathematical model, we show how the flux of 150kD fluorinated (FITC-) dextran through an individual plasma-filled BEV is related to its geometry being determined primarily by its surface area; by fitting theoretical intensity values to experimental data we assess the permeability of the vessel to FITC-dextran. Plasma skimming provides a mechanistic explanation for the observation that BEVs with larger surface area are more likely to recruit erythrocytes.
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cells" direct the advancing cord and the cells at the base of this structure are able to proliferate, providing a pool of cells for expansion of the growing sprout (Gerhardt, 2003). These solid EC cords initially develop a lumen, forming blind-ended vessels; the tips of these vessels may join with other segments, establishing blood flow through the loop, as recently shown in the zebrafish gastrula (Vogeli, 2006). The transport of oxygen and nutrients through these newly formed vessels is mediated by well-characterised non-linear rheological effects (such as the plasma-skimming, Fahraeus and Fahraeus–Lindqvist effects (Popel and Johnson, 2005)), which influence both the spatial and temporal haematocrit distribution in microvascular networks (Pop, 2007). In particular, the phase-separation (plasma-skimming) effect acting at divergent bifurcations (Pries et al., 1996), in which plasma is drawn down low-flux branches in preference to suspended red blood cells, is likely to influence strongly the flow environment in BEVs.

Features of individual BEVs have been elegantly described both ultrastructurally and also in an in situ model of juvenile rat mesentery (Rhodin and Fujita, 1989), where rouleaux (clusters of erythrocytes), platelet aggregation and circulatory stasis were recorded. As BEVs represent the leading edge of the primary vascular plexus and therefore regulate its initial patterning, knowledge of their structure, temporal development and physiological properties is integral to the understanding of how a primary plexus develops. Angiogenic sprouts, a proportion of which are BEVs, represent the first evidence of functional circulation at the leading edge of vascular growth into ischaemic tissue. New vessels, including BEVs, which have yet to form functional basement membranes or attract peri-vascular support cells, are characteristically leaky, allowing large molecular-weight proteins access to the interstitium. These proteins include platelet degranulation products (Italiano, 2008), matrix-degrading enzymes (Roy et al., 2006) and components of the haemostatic cascade, which serve as a scaffold for blood vessel ingress and wound healing (Laurens et al., 2006).

In this study, the temporal development of BEVs in relation to vascular closure in a small healing wound is presented and from this data a mathematical model relating geometry to function of these critical intermediary structures is proposed. Relatively few previous mathematical models of the microcirculation have considered the spatial and temporal haematocrit distribution in microvascular networks (Pop, 2007). In particular, the phase-separation (plasma-skimming) effect acting at divergent bifurcations (Pries et al., 1996), in which plasma is drawn down low-flux branches in preference to suspended red blood cells, is likely to influence strongly the flow environment in BEVs.

Combining theoretical and experimental techniques, the hypothesis that plasma skimming and vessel geometry determine the degree to which erythrocytes fill the BEV is investigated.

**Materials and methods**

**Animals and surgery**

Window-chamber surgery was performed as previously described (Lehr, 1993). Briefly, adult (10–12 week old) male CD1 mice (Harlan, UK) were anaesthetised with Hypnorm and Hypnovel and the hair on the dorsum was shaved with clippers. The skin was prepared for surgery by application of depilatory cream followed by 3 successive applications of Hibiscrub and Isopropanol. Titanium window chambers were implanted on the mid-dorsum and a small circular wound was created on the panniculus carnosus with a hot probe (1 mm diameter, 70 °C for 3 s). The preparation was imaged after injury with a Nikon Eclipse E600FN epi-fluorescent microscope using a variety of objective magnifications. Imaging of the vasculature was facilitated by the intra-venous (i.v.) injection of 50 μl of 5% 150 kDa FITC-dextran (Sigma-Aldrich, UK). A total of 3 regions of interest (ROIs) around the wound area were imaged, beginning at the surviving rim of the lesion. Successive images were taken at the leading edge of the vasculature (at higher magnifications) between days 5–8 when the greatest numbers of BEVs were observed.

**Fig. 2.** Measurements of BEV radius $R(x)$ (scaled on the characteristic radius $R_0$) versus axial distance $x/L$. (points) fitted with a polynomial (solid, blue). Internal lines show streamlines, computed for $\alpha=1$. The flow as indicated by the arrow is from left to right.
Characterisation of blind-ended vessels

After choosing the particular ROI, a 3-D image stack was prepared using IPLab (BD Biosciences: UK). BEVs were identified according to the following criteria: (i) there was no obvious circulation of erythrocytes through the vessel; (ii) there was a single parent vessel proximally, with definite features of flow; (iii) tracing of the candidate BEV through the 3-D series revealed no connection with any other vessel. BEVs were characterised either as plasma-filled, mixed (loosely stacked with erythrocytes) or plugged with erythrocyte rouleaux. Each image set was analysed by 2 independent observers and the results were tabulated and graphically represented. The lengths and diameters (minimum of 5 per BEV) were measured using IPLab and centreline intensity determined with an in-house programme (Fig. 1). The results of the analysis for each ROI were pooled for each animal/day and an average of the frequency of each type of BEV calculated ± SEM.

Segmentation of BEVs and parameter extraction

Plasma-filled BEVs were traced and parameters used for the mathematical model were semi-automatically extracted using the Windows software VesselPro developed at the Systems Biology Research Group at the University of Ulster. This involved three manual processing steps. In a first step, the BEV is roughly outlined using a discrete B-spline curve, which can efficiently be evaluated by recursive filtering (Unser et al., 1993). The outline of the B-spline starts and ends at the attachment points of the BEV to its mother vessel (see Fig. 1A). To optimise the positions of each node of the B-spline curve around the BEV, a simple energy minimisation strategy (Kass et al., 1988) is employed to minimise the internal and external energies at each point (see Fig. 1B). After the B-spline is optimally fitted to the vessel, the underlying image is binarised and the inner line (the skeleton) is extracted using Rosenfeld’s parallel thinning algorithm as described in (Cychosz, 1994). To ensure that the inner line starts in the middle of the attachment points of the mother vessel, an half circle is virtually added to the inlet diameter. On the opposite side, the inner line is extended along its final direction vector until it touches the boundary. This point is defined as the tip of the BEV. Final grey level values are then extracted by sampling at regular intervals along the extracted inner line and the values are written to an ASCII table that can be read by the simulation program. To reduce noise, grey levels were averaged over a 3 × 3 neighbourhood.

Mathematical modelling

A theoretical model for pressure-driven flow of plasma into a slender BEV was developed; mathematical details are given in the Appendix. Using segmented images of individual BEVs, the measured radius as a function of axial distance for each BEV was fitted with a polynomial function; an example is shown in Fig. 2. The length L and characteristic radius R₀ (of the uniform cylinder of equivalent length and surface area) of each BEV was measured. This geometric information was inserted into the flow model, which treats each BEV as an axi-symmetric closed tube with permeable walls of non-uniform diameter, surrounded by interstitium. Exploiting the fact that $R₀ ≪ L$, the flow in the BEV is described using lubrication theory, a standard approximation for slow flow in slender tubes and channels (Acheson, 1990). Only plasma-filled BEVs (arising typically when

Fig. 3. Measured tracer intensity in a BEV outlined with a black line (left) and normalised computed tracer intensity (right, assuming $\alpha=0.01, \lambda=1.25, Pe=2$).
$L \approx 10-100 \mu m$ and $R_0 \approx 2-5 \mu m$) are modelled, treating plasma as an incompressible Newtonian fluid of viscosity $\mu \approx 0.016 g/(cm \cdot s)$. Plasma can escape across the walls of the BEV at a rate determined by a filtration coefficient $\kappa$, assumed to be uniform along the BEV. It is also assumed that the flow of plasma is driven by $\Delta p$, the difference between the pressure at the BEV entrance and that in the interstitium (also assumed uniform). The model shows how the flow pattern in an individual BEV is characterised predominantly by the dimensionless filtration parameter $\alpha = 16 \mu \kappa L^2 / R_0^3$. This parameter, which measures the ratio of transmural to axial conductances, is very small compared to unity for normal vessels (when $R_0 \approx 2 \mu m$, $L \approx 10 \mu m$ and $\kappa \approx 10^{-9} cm^3/(dyn \cdot s)$, $\alpha \approx 4 \times 10^{-5}$), indicating very little leakage. Streamlines illustrating plasma flow inside a relatively leaky BEV ($\alpha = 1$) are shown in Fig. 2.

To enable comparison with imaging, a model for transport of FITC-dextran as a dilute passive solute was also created, using a simplified advection–diffusion equation (Friedman, 1986) for the cross-sectionally-averaged tracer concentration; this was possible due to the slender geometry of the BEV. Advevtive transport by plasma motion takes place along the BEV (at typical speeds we observed to be $U_0 = 5 \mu m/s$), across the BEV wall and into the interstitium. The tracer also diffuses (i) in the plasma (the Stokes–Einstein relation gives a diffusion coefficient $D \approx 3 \times 10^{-7} cm^2/s$ for molecular radius 500 nm), (ii) across the BEV wall (characterised by permeability parameter $\lambda$).

---

**Fig. 5.** Epi-fluorescence microscopic view of a window chamber from a mouse injected with 150 kDa FITC-Dextran. The myofibre network supplied by this vasculature runs at $\sim 45^\circ$ to the horizontal. (A) Before injury, the venous (white arrow) and arterial (arrowhead) vascular networks are clearly observed coursing under 2 neurovascular bundles (asterisks). (B) Immediately after injury, the FITC-Dextran label leaks into the surrounding tissue, demarcating the injury site (dotted line) that appears as a bright circular halo. The clarity of this image is reduced due to the post-traumatic oedema. Scale bar=1 mm for both panels A and B.

**Fig. 6.** Longitudinal intra-vital examination of angiogenesis during wound healing in a single preparation. A large opaque area of coagulative necrosis (star) is seen to the right of centre of the non-perfused lesion. On day 5, damaged vessel segments at the wound periphery are sealed, although release of plasma proteins (as evidenced by escape of FITC-dextran into the interstitium) occurs from some of the surviving segments close to the site of injury. Numerous damaged vessels with static erythrocytes are observed from day 5 (arrowheads) to day 7, although by day 8 these are largely removed. There are several corkscrew-shaped vessels at day 5 (arrows) associated with the nerve bundle (asterisk) on the right. By day 8 the ischemic area is greatly reduced in size and the intense vascular response, including dilation of large diameter vessels (arrows) is obvious (c.f. day 5). Bar=0.5 mm in all panels.
measured centreline distributions were compared and best
predicted for a range of parameter values. Normalised predicted and
BEV axis, impact on the internal
characteristically have a bright point of fluorescence at, or immediately adjacent to, the
inlet (asterisk: cf. Fig. 3). Bars=50 μm.

In contrast, diffusion in the interstitium (with coef-
Pe is estimated at Pe
≈ 2, indicating that these effects are comparable.
In contrast, diffusion in the interstitium (with coefficient Dm = 10−3 cm²/s
(Fu et al., 2005) over length scales of order L) dominates advection,
because the flow weakens by attenuation. The bulk permeability Dm/
L = 10−8 cm/s is in series with a (typically) much smaller BEV wall
permeability (λw), so we hypothesise that the wall normally provides
the dominant diffusive resistance. Thus, in addition to BEV shape and
which determine the plasma flow, tracer transport is characterised by
the Péclet number Pe and the dimensionless permeability parameter
λ = Dm/μ (RtL). (λ = 2 for parameters estimated as above, if we assume
λw = 1 μm/s).

Given a BEV shape (obtained experimentally), pressure and tracer
distributions were computed for assumed values of α, Pe and λ. An
element of the solute distribution is shown in Fig. 3, alongside the
corresponding image of a real BEV. Because the BEV is long and thin,
the curvature of its centreline is assumed not to have a signi-
cificant reductions in length up to day 7 (Fig. 5A). The heat-induced injury was placed between
these respective structures, taking particular care to minimise damage
to neurovascular bundles, resulting in a circular lesion of approxi-
ately 2–2.5 mm in diameter (Fig. 5B). Although haemorrhage from
the site was minimal at 15 min following injury, 150 kDa FITC-dextran
leakage into the interstitium was evident immediately following
injury (~5 min: Fig. 5B). The edges of the lesion show the greatest
fluorescence intensity, with a gradual diminution on either side of this
rim (Fig. 5B), consistent with post-injury hyperemia (Langer, 2005).

Plexus growth is led by BEVs

The most intense period of angiogenesis occurred during days 5–8
(Fig. 6), although the first evidence of BEV formation was observed at
day 3 (not shown). The lesion (as measured by the non-dextran
perfused region) decreased in size daily and was accompanied by the
inward radial growth of BEVs (Fig. 6), so that the entire lesion area was
filled with vessels by day 15 (not shown). Corkscrew vessels,
characteristic of alterations in regional perfusion following injury,
were frequently observed close to the lesion area (Fig. 6). BEVs filled
with plasma, partially filled with erythrocytes or rouleaux (erythro-
cyte columns; Fig. 7) were readily distinguished. The total numbers of
BEVs (plasma-filled or containing erythrocytes) remained constant at
around 70 per wound, from days 5–8 (Fig. 8A). BEV lengths were
around 90 μm on day 5 but were significantly shorter by days 6–8 (Fig. 8B; p < 0.001: repeated measures ANOVA). Furthermore, there was a
clear correlation between length and luminal content of the BEVs
(Table 1). Brieﬂy, plasma-filled BEVs had signiﬁcantly shorter mean
lengths than those containing a few erythrocytes (mixed) or BEVs
containing erythrocyte rouleaux, consistent with a plasma-skimming
model (discussed below). Although single erythrocytes were occa-
sionally observed entering BEVs (not shown), no estimates of the rate
of entry were attempted experimentally, due to the low frequency of
this occurrence. In addition, the lengths and diameters of individual

Fig. 7. Fluorescence microscopic images of 150 kDa FITC-dextran filled BEVs in a healing
murine muscle wound at day 7. (A) BEVs at the leading edge of the angiogenic plexus
have irregular morphologies, with inlet diameters exceeding 10 μm (asterisk) and are
occasionally filled with erythrocytes (arrowhead). (B) Plasma-filled BEVs (arrow)
correspondingly filled on all days. (B) Average BEV length on days 5–8( Fig. 5).

Results

Injury model

The viewing area in a window chamber (7.5 mm in diameter) is
characterised by at least one arterio-venous bundle supplying the
underlying striated muscle of the panniculus carnosus muscle and
from 1–3 neurovascular bundles that course almost vertically through the
chamber (Fig. 5A). The injury model (discussed below). Although single erythrocytes were occa-
sionally observed entering BEVs (not shown), no estimates of the rate
of entry were attempted experimentally, due to the low frequency of
this occurrence. In addition, the lengths and diameters of individual

![Fig. 8. Distribution of BEVs during the “active phase” of angiogenesis between days 5–8 in a healing wound. (A) Total numbers of BEVs remain relatively constant, although there
is a ~2-fold difference in the number of BEVs containing erythrocytes compared to those that are plasma-filled on all days. (B) Average BEV length on days 5–8. BEV lengths are
greatest on day 5 and show significant reductions in length up to day 7 (p<0.0001: repeated measures ANOVA). Length measures between days 7 and 8 are not significantly
different (p>0.05).](image-url)
BEVs on days 5–7 were measured in order to estimate the internal surface area of each BEV (Fig. 9), showing that BEVs with a larger surface area are more likely to contain erythrocytes, particularly on days 6 and 7 \( (p < 0.05) \), Mann–Whitney test with a 95% confidence interval). Modelling estimates below suggest that plasma flux through BEVs is proportional to surface area, so that BEVs with a larger surface area will draw a greater flux of plasma from their parent vessel, increasing the likelihood of entraining erythrocytes and thereby becoming of the mixed type. From this we propose a plasma-skimming model for erythrocyte entry into vessels based on the BEV surface area, which is outlined below.

**Estimates of permeability**

The mathematical model was used to predict the flux of plasma into BEVs and tracer fluorescence intensity along them as functions of wall permeability and shape. The influence of varying the wall filtration parameter \( \alpha \) is illustrated in the Appendix (Fig. 11). When filtration is weak \((\alpha = 1)\) a consistent pattern of behaviour is seen in which the plasma pressure is approximately uniform along the BEV, and the flux is given approximately by \( \kappa \Delta p A \), where \( A \) is the BEV surface area. We used \( \alpha = 0.01 \) to describe plasma flow in this regime (this is representative of flow patterns for \( \alpha < 0.01 \)). Predicted tracer intensity distributions along the BEV centreline were then compared with measured intensities. Fig. 3 shows that there is good qualitative agreement between experimental data and theoretical predictions. Fig. 4 shows that good quantitative agreement between the predicted and measured intensity distributions can be achieved by choosing the best fit for the BEV wall permeability parameter \( \lambda \). This best-fit parameter was evaluated for multiple BEVs in mice at days 5, 6, 7 and 8. The best-fit (dimensional) permeability parameter \( \lambda_p \) is presented in Fig. 10 and shows that there is a general reduction in the variation of vessel permeability from days 5–8, although no statistically significant trend over days 5–8 can be established from this data set \((p > 0.05)\). This reduction in vessel permeability variation has also been observed in our laboratory using Fluorescence Recovery After Photobleaching (FRAP) to analyse relative rates of flux across BEV walls (Machado, 2007).

**Fig. 9.** Surface area of BEVs. BEVs were examined on individual days following injury and classified as filled with plasma alone or mixed (containing erythrocytes in their lumen). Length and diameters were measured and used to yield an estimate of internal surface area. BEVs containing erythrocytes had significantly larger surface area than plasma-filled vessels on day 5 \((p < 0.05)\), while larger vessel surface areas were associated with erythrocyte ingress particularly between days 6–7 \((p < 0.01)\) following injury; Mann–Whitney U-test.

Vital imaging of vascular plexi is a long-established method for observation of angiogenesis both in healing wounds and during tumour development (Roberts and Lin, 2004). Many characteristic features of wound healing are observed in window chambers, such as hyperemia, angiogenesis and vascular remodelling, vascular stasis, vessel dilation or constriction and leukocytic cell infiltration. The major advantage of this method over histological, ultrastructural or biochemical analyses is that a range of data modalities (e.g., morphological, physiological and kinetic data) can be obtained in a sequential manner from individual wounds, allowing structure–function hypotheses to be tested. In this study we follow the leading edge of angiogenic plexi in individual small \((\sim 2.0–2.5 \text{ mm in diameter})\) wounds contained within window chambers on the dorsum of mice. In the first hour following wounding of the *panniculus carnosus* muscle in the window chamber, vessel dilation and leakage of FITC-dextran near the tips of sealed vascular segments is observed, which is a characteristic early response to muscle injury (Scholz, 2003). Early induction of vasoactive agents adjacent to the injury serves to increase leakage of a variety of large molecular-weight proteins, which in this study was evident as intense FITC-dextran fluorescence at the rim of the injured area. The area immediately

**Table 1**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Day</th>
<th>Plasma</th>
<th>Mixed</th>
<th>Rouleaux</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>41±13</td>
<td>86±5</td>
<td>105±7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>37±7</td>
<td>58±4</td>
<td>74±5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>21±2</td>
<td>39±2</td>
<td>63±5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>19±2</td>
<td>34±2</td>
<td>65±5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Values in the table represent mean±SEM of BEV length (µm). Values in brackets indicate significant differences (unpaired T-tests compared to the plasma-filled group on each day with a 95% confidence interval). Plasma-filled BEVs were significantly longer on day 5 compared with day 7 \((p < 0.05)\); Bonferroni multiple comparison test.)

\[ y = -0.6937x + 0.5878 \]

\[ R^2 = 0.0416 \]
adjacent to the injury contains exudated fibrin (Laurens et al., 2006) and other filamentous proteins which form an early scaffold for angiogenic sprouts. In addition, matrix metalloproteases are released which loosen extracellular matrix interconnections (Roy et al., 2006) permitting the invasion of new blood vessels and other cell types involved in the wound healing response.

The predominant process of creating new vascular networks is via sprouting angiogenesis (Carmeliet and Jain, 2000), an invasive process involving the breakdown of the extracellular matrix by invading sprouts (Yana, 2007). Sprouts can be either solid cords composed of endothelial cells or blind-ended vessels (BEVs) which are intermediate structures in angiogenic loop formation (Rhodin and Fujita, 1989; Hashizume and Ushiki, 2002). Angiogenic sprouts contain specialised tip cells, which secrete matrix-degrading enzymes (Yana, 2007) allowing their invasion into the wound. We first observed capillary sprout formation on day 3, in agreement with observations of the initiation of angiogenesis in several other experimental models of wound healing (Scholz, 2003; Phillips et al., 1991; Sephel et al., 1996; Wagatsuma, 2007). The initiation of the angiogenic response (on day 3 post-wounding, when edema and lesion size is maximal) is associated with an influx of macrophages and other inflammatory cells, which are derived principally from the vasculature (Langer, 2005). Further studies investigating rolling and adhesion phenomena should determine if BEVs are critical mediators of the influx of phagocytic cell types at the leading edge of the vascular plexus. The BEVs described herein represent only the proximally perfused segment of an advancing angiogenic sprout. Their cellular extensions, such as those described in the vasculature of the developing retina, may exceed 250 μm in length (Gerhardt, 2003), providing the first templates and later circulatory conduits for spanning the edges of large lesions or avascular zones. Data from the present study support this hypothesis; the longest BEVs (> 150 μm) are observed at day 5, when wound size is near maximal, with BEV numbers peaking between days 6–7 (Fig. 8A), when the most rapid decrease in wound area occur. By day 8, when the wound size is markedly reduced, longer BEVs are rare and vessels < 40 μm in length predominate.

In this study plasma-filled segments were found to be short structures (< 40 μm); however as surface areas increase, BEVs are more likely to contain erythrocytes than to be filled with plasma alone (see Fig. 9). One possible explanation for this observation is plasma skimming, embodied in the empirical phase-separation bifurcation law for flow in capillary networks (Pries et al., 1996), if the flux of plasma entering the BEV is sufficiently low, plasma adjacent to the wall of the parent vessel is drawn into the BEV without entraining any erythrocytes (Pries, 1989). In the limit of weak filtration (α ≪ 1), which is most likely to be relevant to BEVs, our model shows that the plasma flux is given approximately by kΔP, where A is the BEV surface area. Thus BEV surface area alone can be used to estimate plasma flux (assuming k and ΔP are fixed). When we relate the type of BEV (plasma only or mixed) to the surface area (Fig. 9), we observe a clear increase in number of mixed BEVs as this parameter increases. Provided a vessel is wide enough to admit a single erythrocyte, the threshold for plasma skimming is given in terms of the fractional plasma flux entering the daughter vessel exceeding a threshold dependent only on parent radius and haematocrit (Pries et al., 1996). Thus an increase in BEV length without an increase in radius is sufficient to increase surface area (and therefore flux) beyond the plasma-skimming threshold; this may explain why longer vessels are significantly more likely to contain erythrocytes (Table 1). Furthermore, plasma skimming may explain the clear longevity of the plasma-filled BEV population (Fig. 8A), in that BEVs with low permeability to plasma can remain plasma-filled even if they are wide enough to admit erythrocytes (Fig. 9). Likewise, plugging of BEVs with red cells may signal excessive leakiness. Since ingress of erythrocytes leads to vascular stasis, hypoxia, initiation of the haemostatic cascade and segment regression (Rhodin and Fujita, 1989), determining the rate at which BEVs become filled with erythrocytes could be a key indicator of a particular segments’ survival. Testing of this hypothesis awaits further experimentation based on acute assessment of BEV development (from 0–24h after first observing an individual BEV).

Flow within the microvasculature has been extensively investigated in terms of the mechanical and rheological properties of the blood and its interaction with the vessel wall (reviewed in Popel and Johnson, 2005). Within vessels containing both an inlet and outlet, shear forces on the endothelial cells are key regulators of vascular segment survival (Meeson, 1996; Azmi and O’Shea, 1984). Low flow rates in EC cultures have been shown to result in alterations in the distribution of cytoskeletal proteins (Dardik, 2005) and morphology (Malek, 1993) and induction of tissue factor expression, the cell surface initiator protein for the haemostatic cascade. In addition, cultures exposed to physiologically low rates of flow yield gene expression profiles similar to endothelial from atherosclerotic-prone arteries (e.g. carotid bifurcations) (Dardik, 2005; Brooks et al., 2004; Resnick, 1997; Wasserman and Topper, 2004) and also show higher levels of endothelial apoptosis (Tricot, 2000). In the present study a model is proposed for a unique vascular structure, in which there is a circulatory input (visualised by 150 kDa FITC-dextran) but very low flow and therefore the shear stress is also low. Significant shear stress will only be induced on ECs lining the walls of BEVs following arcade formation that occurs in this in vivo model in a period of less than 24h. Thus, we would hypothesise that, as time progresses, a larger proportion of EC within the walls of these BEVs become apoptotic due to the lack of physiological shear stress: testing this awaits the development of an appropriate in vivo fluorescent probe.

We have developed a mathematical model that is specific for BEVs, where a parent vessel provides the inflow (see Figs. 1 and 7) and the endothelial wall provides the barrier to flux. BEVs have been shown to be transient features, which are incorporated into the rapidly growing network, and that length distributions change during temporal progression in a healing wound. An understanding of the relationship between the morphological features of vessel segments having only an inlet and how the flux across the vessel wall regulates flow into them will provide important insights into the development of angiogenic plexi. We described the morphological dimensions of BEVs in a healing wound and measured the centreline intensity of FITC-dextran-labelled tracer, in addition to developing a mathematical modelling of plasma and tracer transport along the BEV and across the vessel wall (exploiting the geometrical data obtained experimentally). We characterised the leakiness of the BEV through a parameter α, which is proportional to the mean wall shear stress in a closed-ended permeable vessel relative to that in an open-ended vessel of the same average radius and length (see the Appendix). Observations of flow speeds show that α = 1 in BEVs, implying shear stresses in leaky BEVs are substantially smaller than those in patent capillaries of equivalent diameter and length.

The mathematical modelling of the biomechanical environment of BEVs has provided some insights beyond those available by imaging alone. During the period of most intense angiogenesis (days 5–8), flux of 150 kDa FITC-dextran across the vessel wall is dramatically reduced as measured by in situ Fluorescence Recovery After Photobleaching (FRAP: data not shown). Recovery of fluorescence intensity inside BEVs on day 5 was highly variable, whereas by day 7, the recovery of post-bleach levels was essentially instantaneous. These findings indicate that BEVs on day 7 are functionally more mature than those on day 5 (Machado and Mitchell: unpublished observations), similar to the predictions reported in Fig. 10. In addition to drawing the important connection between BEV surface area and flux as discussed above, and the possible association with plasma skimming, we were able to use the model to predict the centreline distribution of a fluorescent tracer and hence to show that the permeability of the BEV population to tracer showed a decrease in variation over time.
Following wounding or burns, a matrix-rich network of fibres is laid down which promotes angiogenesis. During this process a rapid and intense neovascularisation, partially controlled by angiogenic growth factors such as FGF-2 and VEGF (Brown, 1992; Nissen, 1998), results in greatly increased vascular density within the healing wound (Swift et al., 1999). Subsequently, matrix and tissue reorganisation lead to the pruning of the vascular network to suit the metabolic demands of the healing wound. Precisely which vessel segments regress or survive in individual wounds is largely unexplored; however, in situ imaging, coupled with mathematical modelling of data from these longitudinal analyses, has the potential to reveal the functional (flow and shear stress) characteristics and the vascular morphological and molecular (e.g. apoptotic) parameters that regulate this phenomenon and regulate vascular pattern formation in vivo.
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